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About This Game

Sellswords: Ashen Company is a medieval Action RTS. As a captain of a mercenary company, you shall travel the world
seeking for contracts, manage your company, and take part in massive battles. All of this in a unique blend between Real Time

Strategy and Third Person Melee Combat.

Sellswords: Ashen Company is the first game of its kind, seamlessly blending between RTS and Third Person Combat, in huge
battles with thousands of soldiers.

What content is in the game right now?

1 Game Mode: Custom Battle

1 Battle Mode: Land Battle

3 Factions: Pratoria, Sakharia and Woltania

2 Unit Types: Infantry and Missile

3 Battle Maps

What to expect from next updates?
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New unit types: Cavalry and Pikemen

Horse riding with captain

New battle mode: Siege Battle

Campaign Mode

Music

More info on trello: https://trello.com/b/FAKv78EO/sellswords-ashen-company-roadmap
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Title: Sellswords: Ashen Company
Genre: Action, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Mutiny Software
Publisher:
Mutiny Software
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2019

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64Bit

Processor: 4 Cores Minimum - Intel® Core™ i3-8100 3.6Ghz or equivalent

Memory: 5 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX660/GTX750ti/GTX950/GTX1050 with 2 GB VRAM or more | AMD Radeon
HD6970/HD7870/R9 270/R9 370/RX460 with 2 GB VRAM or more

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,French
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Showing a lot lot lot of potential..... current state of game is very limited but I bought the game for what it can be, not for what it
currently is. To me that is what Early Access is all about. Fingers crossed for an open world campaign ala Mount & Blade where
I can roam the map and level up my units a while before going further in the story-line.. if you love (TOTAL WAR) and
(MOUNT AND BLADE) go and buy this game. really cool just update the fighting and commands and this game will be out of
control. This game is awesome. I recommend it! I am excited for the future updates!

Some things that could be improved in the future -

- Nerf the archers power lol
- Maybe improve the animations for incoming arrow fire. It looks awesome up until when there are few targets left and you see
100 million arrows all converging to land in the exact same spot ha ha. that landing part looks a little wacky. However, for the
most part, arrow fire is fine.

- In the future, sword attacks could be less predictable as at the moment its usually obvious as to when you should strike back.

- Maybe have the soldiers standing closer together as they are quite spread apart. I think Pixelated Apollo mentioned this too.

- I think an amazing thing would be to be able to control random soldiers just like you can with the general but make them
weaker I suppose.

I might have missed a thing or two - but either way - I REALLY LIKE THIS GAME AND I DON'T EVEN CARE IF IT'S IN
THE EARLY STAGES. AWESOME WORK!!!!!!!!!!!. If I was Total War and I would be very worried....this game has huge
potential. Imagine having this battle system while being able to build your character in the campaign mode ?

The couple battle I played here were very epic with me running with my guys while arrows were flying everywhere and people
were dying all around me and them BAM we hit the enemy shield wall ...

Anyway, pretty good game so far and I am very exited to see what dev updates will bring in the future !. I can't say for sure it is
a good game, but it is a GOOD idea. Really good idea.
I tried to learn how to make games in order to make THIS SPECIFIC GAME.
I've been thinking about it, dreaming about it.
I wanted an union of Mount and Blade with Total War series. as realistic as possible.
This one is trying this.
It is an astounding idea, the graphics are good, and it works well even though the battles are huge, but I know the game has a lot
to improve yet.
I feel the attacks are irresponsive. Slow to happen, I would very much like to see it fixed, but as we know, it is in early stages.
I also feel you could control another soldier after you fall in battle instead of only controlling it as Total War style.
Also, I believe the battles are lengthy, I don't know yet if this is due to anything but the early stage of the game, or anything else.

I hope this game is also willing to approach the union between RTS and RPG, but I don't know yet it this is the case.

Nonetheless, even though if it doesn't unite with RPG (which would be my dream) I would still play it, for I have countless
hours of Total War in my life.

I have only to thank you creators of this amazing piece.
The idea has been my dream for years.. Genuinely an awesome concept and the foundation of something very special. For the
early stages it is in and for a solo developer I am most impressed. Very excited to see future updates and I am more than happy
to support the developer and the growth of his project.. This is fantastic, hopefully the dev will not abondon and steadily
improve this.. Would love to have some workshop support bb.
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Huge potential! A mix of Mount & Blade and Total War is what we want. But their is some jouney and first of all a multiplayer
is necessary.. Tonnes of potential!

Maybe this will be feature complete before Bannerlord comes out!. fun and exiting! you would think a game made of 1 man
would be pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but it's amazingly immersive and fun. thumbs up!. HAVE MORE
POTENTIAL. IN GENERAL GOOD GAME
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